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The importance of cell migration for both normal physiological

functions and disease processes has been clear for the past 50

years. Although investigations of two-dimensional (2D)

migration in regular tissue culture have elucidated many

important molecular mechanisms, recent evidence suggests

that cell migration depends profoundly on the dimensionality of

the extracellular matrix (ECM). Here we review a number of

evolving concepts revealed when cell migration is examined in

different dimensions.
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Introduction
Cell migration is crucial for numerous physiological and

developmental processes, including gastrulation, organ

formation, immune function, and wound healing. In

addition, aberrant cell motility contributes to diseases

such as cancer metastasis [1�,2]. Initial characterizations

of fibroblast motility in tissue culture helped to establish

key concepts about cell migration based on adhesion and

interactions with a 2D planar surface. These observations

continue to guide current research on the intracellular

regulation of signaling pathways involved in migration.

However, the physical characteristics of an ECM can also

strongly modulate cell migration by outside-in signaling

from the microenvironment. Over the past decade, mod-

eling of cell motility in three-dimensional (3D) ECM

models that mimic more-physiological in vivo conditions

has revealed substantial differences between 2D and 3D

cellular migration. Besides these 3D models, simplified

reductionist model systems have allowed analysis of

matrix regulation of migration under more controllable

experimental conditions [3–7]. In this review, we will

explore recent conceptual advances in cell migration from

investigations of cell migration in different dimensions

using a variety of model systems. We will focus on how
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the unique dimensional aspects of 2D planar substrates,

3D scaffolds, and simplified one-dimensional (1D) fibers

can help regulate migration rate, the mode of migration,

cellular mechanotransduction, and cell signaling of

mesenchymal-derived fibroblasts, but allude to other cell

types when appropriate.

Overview of dimensional concepts in cell
migration
As illustrated in Figure 1 (right panel), multiple intra-

cellular regulatory mechanisms are known to govern

adhesion-dependent fibroblast migration. Compounding

this internal regulation, it is now clear that a host of ECM

microenvironmental properties can directly influence

these intracellular regulatory mechanisms to control the

mode and rates of cell migration (Figure 1, left panels).

The three primary classes of dimensionality involve 2D

planar substrates classically used in cell culture, 1D fibers,

and 3D matrix; the latter can exist as parallel fibers, dense

random networks, or more porous matrices. Specific ECM

properties can become important regulators of migration

(central boxes) depending on the type of ECM dimen-

sionality. For example, even though ECM composition

and ECM stiffness can regulate migration rates regardless

of dimensionality, in 3D matrices, many other physical

properties of the ECM including porosity and elastic

behavior become important regulators of migration.

In some cases, reductionist approaches in model

migration systems can provide a clearer understanding

of the roles in migration of a specific feature or property of

the ECM, such as by using a single ECM fiber, a micro-

patterned line [3–5], a derivatized 3D biomaterial [8,9] or

a range of ECM pore sizes using 3D microtracks or

microchannels [6,7,10]. Although the concept of cell

behavioral plasticity controlled by the microenvironment

is well-established for 3D migration (e.g., see Ref. [11]),

recent investigations have expanded this concept of the

importance of matrix-dependent regulation to all dimen-

sional conditions. Our review will show that matrix regu-

lation of cell motility is highly context-dependent — it

depends on both dimensionality and each set of specific

physical and biochemical conditions in a given ECM

microenvironment. Table 1 summarizes the differences

in cell migration depending on dimensional conditions

discussed in this review.

Control of cell migration through ECM
topography
When comparing migration in different dimensions, a

key ECM-dependent regulator involves differences in

ECM topography. In a classic 2D migration model, ECM
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1
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Dimensional regulation of cell migration. Illustration of the numerous unique ECM-dependent regulators (center column) associated with 2D, 1D, and

3D migration. These microenvironmental regulators in turn influence intracellular regulatory pathways that govern the migratory phenotype (right panel)

and determine how cell migration proceeds.
molecules are presented to cells as a flat sheet of globular

molecules without appreciable fibrillar structure. This

planar ECM topography promotes a spread cell

morphology, and fibroblasts acquire a ‘‘hand-mirror’’

appearance (Figure 2a) with apical/basal polarity in cell

adhesions and most of the contractile apparatus associated

with the 2D surface. This contrasts with 3D ECMs

(Figure 2c), in which fibrillar topography and ECM pore

size decrease lateral spreading [12] and do not impose

apical/basal polarity on either adhesions or the actin

cytoskeleton.

In fibrillar 3D ECMs, the polymeric fibrils of fibronectin,

collagen I, or fibrin can have a random or aligned

topography; the latter increases migration velocity and

directionality in vitro [13��] and is often found in tumor-

associated stroma and cell-derived ECMs [14,15��]. 1D

migration models mimic single fibers in aligned native

3D ECMs and have clarified the important role of topo-

graphy and contact guidance during migration. 1D ECM

restricts cell shape by preventing lateral cell spreading

and promoting a uniaxial phenotype (Figure 2b); it
www.sciencedirect.com 
stimulates migration to rates matching those in aligned

3D cell-derived matrices (3D-CDMs; 1.5-fold over 2D

substrates) [5,16]. Although 1D fiber models are engin-

eered, similar aligned ECM structures exist in vivo and

are thought to promote tumor metastasis [13��], as well as

helping direct stem cell migration after transplantation

into the rat auditory nerve and after spinal cord injuries

[17,18].

Dimensional control of cell migration through
ECM–ligand interactions
Interactions between integrins and the ECM can pro-

foundly affect migration rate and cell phenotype. 2D

fibroblast migration rates demonstrate a biphasic depen-

dence on ECM ligand density: cells on too little ECM fail

to generate adhesions to the underlying substrate,

whereas too much ECM inhibits cell tail retraction,

reducing leading edge protrusion and slowing migration

rate [19]. Optimal 2D migration rate occurs at intermedi-

ate levels, but the optimum can be shifted toward higher

or lower ECM concentrations depending on integrin

availability [20��]. In contrast, cells on increasing levels
Current Opinion in Cell Biology 2013, 25:642–649
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Table 1

Key migration differences associated with 2D, 3D, and 1D ECMsa

2D surface 3D matrix 1D fiber

ECM structure or topography Planar adsorbed globular

ECM molecules [12,52,53]

Fibrillar matrices (3D CDM,

COL I, FB) [6,7,12,13��,15��,1

6,21,23,24��,48,51,54–57]

Single fibronectin-based

fibers [55]

Non-fibrillar matrices (Matrigel,

PEG hydrogels) [8,9]

ECM adsorbed to

micropatterns [3–5]

Centrosome positionb (assay) Front [5] (wound assay) Rear (3D-CDM) [5] (single cells) Rear [5] (single cells)

Ligand density effect on migration rate Biphasic [20��,58] ND [24��] Increases to a plateau [5]

Restriction/confinement None Matrix pore size dependence

[24��,43]

Reduction in lateral

spreading [3–5]

Migration mode LA, FIL LA, FIL, LOB, Bleb LA, FIL, LOB, Bleb

Elastic behavior (ECM) Linear (PAA gels) [59] Linear (3D-CDM) [33��] Linear (PAA gels) [3]

Non-linear (FB) [35]

Non-linear (COL I) [33��,35]

Fibroblast migration rate compared to 2D Not applicable 3D-CDM: 1.5� faster [5,12,16] 1.5� faster (FN) [4,5]

Collagen: elevated [12]

Fibrin: elevated [12]

BME: slower [12]

Loss of contractility Increased migration [5,53,60] Decreased migration [5,24��] Decreased migration [4,5]

Signaling polarity

RhoA Yes (front) [33��,45] Yes (Collagen) ND

No (3D-CDM) [33��]

Rac Yes (front) [33��,45] Yes (Collagen) ND

No (3D-CDM) [33��]

Cdc42 Yes (front) [33��,45] Yes (Collagen) ND

No (3D-CDM) [33��]

PIP2 Yes (front) [33��] Yes (Collagen), ND

No (3D-CDM) [33��]

Protein requirement for efficient migration

Vinculin No [48] Yes (COL I) [48] ND

NEDD9 No [51] Yes (COL I) [51] ND

Myosin IIA No [4] ND Yes (FN) [4]

Myosin IIB No [4] Yes (COL I) [63] No (FN) [4]

N-WASP No [47] Yes (COL I) [47] ND

Scar/WAVE Yes [47] No (COL I) [47] ND

Cdc42 Yes [61] Yes (COL I) [61] ND

Rac1 Yes (directional) [62] No (3D-CDM) [5,33��] ND

RhoA Yes [62] Yes (COL I) [13��]

No (3D-CDM) [33��]

ND

a For 3D models, the specific type of ECM is listed.
b With respect to the nucleus.ND: not determined; LA: lamellipodia; FIL: filopodia; LOB: Lobopodia; COL I: Collagen I gels; FB: Fibrin gels; BME:

basement membrane extract; FN: fibronectin.
of a 1D fibrillar ECM substrate show increasing migration

rates that plateau with no decrease at even high ECM

concentrations [5]. 3D systems add more complexity,

because changing the protein concentration of 3D col-

lagen and other polymer-based 3D ECMs also alters:

firstly, ECM stiffness, secondly, matrix pore size, thirdly,

ECM confinement (restriction) of cells, and finally, ECM

crosslinking. In addition, 3D collagen gel polymerization

techniques can vary greatly between research groups,

which affects all of these matrix physical properties. Small

pore sizes reduce cell migration rate, in part by restricting

ability of the nucleus to squeeze between matrix fibrils,

which can often also require proteolytic degradation

of the matrix [21]. While it is difficult to determine

which ECM-dependent regulator is predominant, initial
Current Opinion in Cell Biology 2013, 25:642–649 
investigations in 3D collagen indicate that migration rate

is particularly dependent on pore size [22,23]. Recently,

Wolf et al. [24��] carefully evaluated many ECM-de-

pendent regulators of 3D migration, including ECM

porosity, ECM compliance, collagen fiber size, and col-

lagen concentration. They concluded that deformation

of the nucleus of a cell migrating through a 3D lattice is

the main rate limiting factor and is linearly related to

cell migration rate for HT-1080 fibrosarcoma cancer cells

and polymorphonuclear neutrophils [24��]. In addition,

matrix degradation through matrix metalloproteinases

(MMPs) and mechanical coupling to the surrounding

ECM to provide support for actinomyosin contractile

force generation were required to maintain migration

rates in matrices with pore sizes below 30 mm2 [24��].
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 2
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Mode of cellular protrusion as determined by ECM dimensionality. (a) NIH/3T3 fibroblast demonstrating a classic hand-mirror morphology on a 2D

substrate; red is phalloidin staining and green shows activated b1 integrin adhesions. (b) eGFP-VASP (left) and phase contrast (right) image of a NIH/

3T3 fibroblast migrating along a 1D micropatterned line. (c) NIH/3T3 fibroblast within a 3D-CDM showing staining for F-actin (phalloidin, cyan), paxillin

(yellow), and fibronectin (magenta). (d) eGFP-actin expressed in a human foreskin fibroblast illustrating lamellipodia in non-linear 3D collagen. (e)

Lobopodia (LO) and lateral blebs (B) shown by eGFP-actin as a human foreskin fibroblast migrates through a linear-elastic 3D-CDM. Scale bars:

10 mm.
We emphasize that direct comparisons of cell migration

rates between 2D globular and 3D native fibrillar

ECMs are not normally performed at the same ECM

concentrations. Such concentrations often differ

immensely,  and combined with the fibrillar structure

of many ECM proteins, will probably differentially

affect integrin clustering and cell-matrix adhesions.

Furthermore, variations in 2D/3D migration rates will

likely vary for different cell types. The closest compari-

sons between 2D to 3D indicate higher migration rates

in 3D-CDMs, 3D collagen I, and fibrin gels compared to

corresponding flattened or 2D-adsorbed ECMs [12],

while directionality is not affected. The exception is

single-cell migration in 3D basement membrane extract

(BME) which has extremely fine porosity, lacks fibrillar
www.sciencedirect.com 
architecture, and does not support fibroblast spreading

or polarization.

Regulation of cell migration by ECM
rheological readout
The rheological or elastic properties of an ECM can be

‘‘sensed’’ by a cell and can directly regulate intracellular

functions. At the heart of this physical sensing mechan-

ism is the mechanical link between the ECM and the

actin-myosin contractile apparatus through cell adhesion

sites [25–27]. Cells demonstrate a relatively proportional

contractile response to the rigidity of the local micro-

environment: adhesion size and number of stress fibers

increase with ECM rigidity [28,29]. Because of this

cellular response, alterations to ECM rigidity and/or
Current Opinion in Cell Biology 2013, 25:642–649
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cellular contractility affect the efficiency of cell

migration, with dimensionality playing an important role.

In general, cells preferentially associate with rigid

matrices, which reduces 2D migration rate at a given

ECM concentration [30]. However, an inverse relation-

ship exists in 2D between ECM rigidity and concen-

tration, allowing optimal rates of migration at any given

ECM stiffness if its concentration is adjusted [31]. As is

the case for other matrix-dependent regulators of 3D

migration, ECM rigidity can vary substantially, for

example, in collagen I gels because of the interdepen-

dence between rigidity and the other physical aspects of

the 3D environment (e.g., concentration, porosity, gel

thickness, crosslinking [32]). Recent evidence using

artificial poly(ethylene glycol)-based ECMs where

matrix pore size is not altered shows that lower ECM

rigidity enhances cell migration [8].

Another unique rheological aspect of 3D ECMs is their

elastic behavior, which differs depending on molecular

composition [33��]. The elastic behavior of a material is

characterized by how its rigidity changes in response to

repeated and increasing force. Non-linear elastic materials

undergo strain-stiffening — that is, their rigidity increases

with the application of increasing force, while the rigidity

of linear elastic materials does not [34]. This elastic beha-

vior originates at the fiber level within the matrix. Non-

linear elastic ECMs, for example, collagen and fibrin 3D

gels, have a meshwork of entangled fibers that can move

independently of one another in response to an applied

force, whereas in linear elastic 3D ECMs, such as fibro-

nectin-containing 3D-CDMs, individual fibers are cova-

lently linked to each other, leading to restricted matrix

movement [35]. Elastic behavior is most apparent in 3D

materials and has recently been shown to govern the

mechanism or mode of 3D cell migration [33��].

The dependence of migration mode on ECM
elastic behavior
Cells migrating on 2D surfaces predominantly use lamel-

lipodia-based motility, in which actin polymerization

against the plasma membrane over a broad area pushes

the leading edge forward, followed by adhesion to the

underlying substrate via integrin-dependent adhesions

[36–38]. However, lamellipodia (Figure 2d) are only

one of several types of protrusive elements generated

by motile cells (recently reviewed in [39]), and in 3D

environments the elastic behavior of the ECM in part

governs the choice between lamellipodial and lobopodial

migration. Lobopodia (Figure 2e) are blunt, cylindrical

protrusions that extend the cell’s leading edge indepen-

dently of lamellipodia formation in a process combining

elevated actomyosin contractility with adhesion to the

surrounding matrix [33��]. Lobopodia-based migration

appears to be restricted to linear elastic 3D environments,

such as 3D cell-derived matrix (CDM) and skin dermis

[33��]. Covalently crosslinking 3D collagen converts it
Current Opinion in Cell Biology 2013, 25:642–649 
into a linear elastic material which supports lobopodial

migration; conversely, trypsinizing CDM removes the

covalent crosslinks holding the fibers together and

switches it to a non-linear elastic material which triggers

lamellipodia-based motility. 3D collagen gels can also be

converted to linear elastic material by including relatively

low amounts of agarose to restrict degrees of freedom of

the collagen fibers [40�]. Similar to covalently crosslinked

collagen and fibroblasts, agarose-containing collagen can

switch cancer cells from a mesenchymal to more amoe-

boid form of migration. In the future, it will be important

to investigate whether cellular mechanisms involved in

rigidity sensing are also important for detecting differ-

ences in ECM elastic behavior.

Dimensionality and signaling in cell migration
Traditional 2D cell migration models have facilitated the

identification of cell-matrix receptors, cytoskeletal

machinery, and other intracellular regulators required for

migration. However, the relative importance and roles of

many of these molecules differ in recent analyses compar-

ing migration in 3D ECM. As discussed earlier, cells in 3D

and 1D fibrillar matrix models require actomyosin contrac-

tility for efficient migration; inhibition of myosin II activity

decreases migration rates in 1D and 3D environments

while increasing 2D migration [5]. Further analysis by

genetic ablation of contractile myosin II isoforms reveal

that myosin IIA is essential for efficient migration in 1D

environments [5]. This actomyosin contractility depends

on RhoA and its downstream effector Rho-associated

protein kinase (ROCK) [33��]. In contrast to 2D migration,

this pathway is a key determinant of both mode and

efficiency of migration in 3D. Modulating RhoA-ROCK

signaling switches 3D modes of motility in primary fibro-

blasts between lamellipodial and lobopodial-driven

migration in 3D cell-derived matrix [33��]. Additionally,

the mode of cancer cell migration in 3D collagen matrices

depends on both traditional and non-canonical RhoA sig-

naling pathways: ameboid (RhoA-ROCK) and mesenchy-

mal migration (Cdc42-MRCK) [41], as well as migratory

efficiency (RhoA-ROCK1/ROCK2, RhoC) [42]. Further-

more, activation of Rho/ROCK-regulated contractility is

necessary for remodeling and alignment of matrix fibers to

provide contact guidance for 3D malignant epithelial cell

migration [13��]. Additionally, a novel role for caveolin-1

has been described in 3D cultures for maintaining the

activity and localization of RhoA through p190 RhoGAP

signaling to drive the local matrix remodeling required for

fibroblast elongation and migration [15��]. Moreover, cell

migration in 2D and 1D models does not require matrix-

degrading proteases, whereas cells in 3D can adopt either

proteolytic or non-proteolytic modes of movement,

depending on the molecular composition, porosity, and

rigidity of the 3D substrate [11,24��,43,44��].

Understanding the signaling mechanisms driving

migration in 3D is in its infancy, with most observed
www.sciencedirect.com
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differences attributed to changes in dimensionality rather

than to a specific aspect of the ECM. During traditional

2D migration, Rac1, Cdc42, and RhoA are spatiotem-

porally polarized and activated at the leading edge of cells

[45]. However during migration in 3D, polarization of

Rac1 and Cdc42 can be absent during migration [33��], or

the cell can exhibit variable dependence on the activity of

a particular GTPase depending on matrix rigidity and

composition [46]. Requirements for the regulators of actin

assembly and lamellipodial protrusions N-WASP and

Scar/WAVE differ for 2D and 3D migration [47]. In

addition, genetic ablation or knockdown of key cell

adhesion components such as vinculin [48], zyxin [49],

and NEDD9 [50,51] demonstrate that while these

proteins hinder 2D migration on rigid surfaces, they

are essential for normal migration within 3D environ-

ments. Therefore, to understand migratory signaling in

different dimensions, reductionist approaches will be

needed to correlate specific cellular responses with

changes in individual chemical and physical 3D substrate

regulators to progress beyond current studies testing only

effects of altered dimensionality.

Conclusions
Our review has touched upon selected recent investi-

gations that illustrate important differences associated

with cell migration in different dimensions, as well as

the high context-dependence of migration due to specific

ECM regulators of migration in each dimension. ECM

composition, ECM stiffness, topography, elastic beha-

vior, and other key biochemical and physical properties

of the microenvironment initiate cellular adaptations that

alter the overall mode of cell migration and the signaling

that controls cell motility. In future research on migration

in 3D environments, it will be important to isolate exper-

imentally and conceptually the specific roles of each of

the many ECM regulators in cell migration, which we

have seen influence each other to define the ECM

microenvironmental context, for example, the various

physical characteristics of a particular 3D matrix. These

insights should ultimately help to determine the import-

ant extracellular regulatory cues that are altered in devel-

opmental defects and diseases.
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